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Greetings

from the Office of Research and Economic
Development at Mississippi State University. I am
pleased to share with you our latest research magazine, highlighting the many
outstanding accomplishments of MSU faculty, staff and students.
My name is Kirk Schulz, and I am serving as the interim vice president
for research and economic development. Prior to my appointment to this
position, I served as dean of the James Worth Bagley College of Engineering,
and am just finishing my sixth year as a member of the faculty at MSU.
Earlier in my career, I spent time on the faculty at the University of
North Dakota in Grand Forks, and Michigan Technological University in
Houghton, Mich. I am a chemical engineer by training, with an active
research program in surface science and catalysis.
Mississippi
Welcome to
State is currently
Mississippi State University
engaged in a
national search for
the permanent
vice president, and
we anticipate that
the new vice president will be on board by July of this year.
The university continues a tradition of research excellence as a nationally
recognized land-grant institution. MSU is the largest research university in
Mississippi, with nearly $160 million in externally funded research during the
past academic year.
Engineering and agriculture continue to be our two major research
strengths, with forestry and education as two rapidly expanding areas of
research excellence. We also are engaged in economic development activities
throughout Mississippi, and are striving to use research and high technology
to make the state a better place to live and work.
As you look through this edition of the magazine, you will see that exciting new technologies are being developed across multiple disciplines. You
also will see a comprehensive research university with scholarly excellence
across all disciplines, including the arts and humanities. Finally, you will see
that MSU has a nationally recognized faculty as evidenced by a significant
number of awards garnered by our faculty, staff and students.
I am proud of our many accomplishments, and hope that the stories you
read here will illustrate the importance of research and scholarship at
Mississippi State. If you have any comments or suggestions, please feel free
to contact me at schulz@research.msstate.edu.

[RESEaRCH]

Go Dawgs!

Kirk Schulz
Interim Vice President for Research and Economic Development
Mississippi State University

FUNDING SOURCE

FUNDING
AMOUNT

U.S. Department of Agriculture . . . . .$20,905,498
U.S. Department of Education . . . . . . . .4,665,499
U.S. Department of Commerce . . . . . . .6,785,333
U.S. Department of Defense . . . . . . . . .12,533,766
U.S. Department of Energy . . . . . . . . . .23,247,519
U.S. Department of Housing and . . . . . . .421,600
Urban Development
U.S. Department of Health and . . . . . . . .652,703
Human Services
U.S. Department of Interior . . . . . . . . . .3,019,590
U.S. Department of Labor . . . . . . .
1,461,800
U.S. Department of Transportation . . . . . . .17,000
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency . . .796,668
U.S. Small Business Administration . . . . . .591,986
National Aeronautics and Space . . . . . .10,814,406
Administration
National Institutes of Health . . . . . . . . . .3,630,050
National Science Foundation . . . . . . . . . .8,135,570
National Security Agency . . . . . . . . . . . . .432,545
Navy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .48,022
Other Federal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,217,441
*Numbers are rounded to the nearest dollar and may
not total exactly.

Total Federal . . . . . . . . . . .99,376,995
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about the cover:
Entomology doctoral student Sangmi Lee produced
this microscope image of the reproductive structures of
a newly discovered species of gelechiid moth, which
appears in a 2007 calendar produced by Zeiss Inc. It
was one of only four U.S. images and eight others
from foreign countries to be chosen for inclusion. The
image was produced at the university’s Electron
Microscope Center.

the back cover:
The back cover of the magazine features the graphic
design of Keith McCoy, a graphic design graduate
from Starkville who is pursuing a career in graphic and
Web design. As part of a class project, Keith created
his featured design by photographing the motherboard
of a computer. He believes this shot represents the
mind of a computer and the movement of research into
the future.

HIGH-TECH COMPANY
TAPPING INTO
TALENTED POOL OF
GRADUATES
A Texas-based company specializing in software solutions technology is tapping into a talented pool of Mississippi State computer science
and engineering graduates in the operation of a
new Starkville-based development center.
ClearOrbit established the facility in the
Thad Cochran Research, Technology and
Economic Development Park during the past
year to supplement the Austin firm’s researchand-development capacity in the areas of software development and quality assurance.
“Operating the center in Starkville provides
ClearOrbit with a competitive cost structure,
gives us access to top-quality computer science
and engineering talent from the university, and
creates a positive economic initiative for the
region,” said MSU alumnus John Reece,
ClearOrbit’s president and chief executive officer.
Operating in space leased in an annex of the
university’s High Performance Computing
Collaboratory, the company initially hired six
CSE graduates as full-time employees.
ClearOrbit is a leading provider of real-time
supply chain execution and collaboration software solutions. The MSU department, a part of
the Bagley College of Engineering, includes students majoring in computer science, software
engineering and computer engineering.
“The new center will provide our students
with the opportunity to remain in Mississippi
and pursue challenging work in software development,” said professor and department head
Julia Hodges. “Some of our graduates already
working there report being very pleased with the
company.”
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Officials of the Greater Starkville
Development Partnership also lauded the new
development center’s employment opportunities.
“Their commitment in establishing the center shows once again that our area can provide a
competitive work force for high-tech companies,” said Kim Richardson, GSDP vice president of research and property development.
Before assuming roles at the development
center, prospective employees must complete an
intensive eight-week training course at
ClearOrbit’s Austin headquarters. There, they
are exposed to the firm’s technology, development approach and corporate culture.
According to a recent study by the
McCombs School of Business at the University
of Texas at Austin, there is an increasing level of
interest among high-tech companies in “rural
sourcing” (utilizing technological expertise available in non-metropolitan areas) as an alternative
to “offshore outsourcing” (sending jobs overseas).
ClearOrbit recently was named by STARTIT magazine to a list of the world’s 125 Most
Advanced Technology Companies.
“This partnership with ClearOrbit provides
employment opportunities for our graduates and
an opportunity for MSU to demonstrate the
high caliber of its computer science and engineering programs,” said CSE associate professor
David Dampier.

[

]

In computational engineering, materials
research, remote sensing, and other
cutting-edge fields, Mississippi State University
is advancing knowledge and creating economic
opportunity for the state and the region.

mississippi state university
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ENGINEERING
RESEARCH CENTER
GETS A NEW NAME

High Performance Computing Collaboratory

Mississippi State

changed the name of one of
its major research centers during the
past year to more accurately reflect
the collaboration of five multidisciplinary units focused on high-performance computing applications.
The Engineering Research
Center, or ERC, now is the High
Performance Computing
Collaboratory.
“This is only a unit name change
and did not have any impact on
budget,” explained Roger King, associate dean of MSU’s Bagley College
of Engineering.
It marked the second name
change for a major MSU research
center during 2006 in line with the
changing research enterprise within
the university. The former Diagnostic
Instrumentation and Analysis
Laboratory—DIAL—is now the
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Institute for Clean Energy
Technology, or ICET (“ice tea”).
MSU was awarded a National
Science Foundation Engineering
Research Center for Computational
Field Simulation in 1990, and the
unit successfully graduated from the
NSF program in 2001.
“Early last year, the Center for
Advanced Vehicular Systems—one of
the research units within the new collaboratory—submitted a proposal
that was among nine finalists nationwide for a new NSF ERC engineering
designation,”said King.
He said the proposed ERC—one
of more than 110 competing proposals by other institutions—would have
focused on multiscale virtual design
and manufacturing.
“Part of the rationale for the
name change is to avoid confusion
between MSU’s past NSF

Engineering Research Center and
another center proposed for the
future,” King stated.
“In addition, the number of separate units operating under the banner of ERC has grown to include five
multidisciplinary research units with
administrative ties to colleges other
than engineering,” he added. “The
requested name change better reflects
the actual function of the unit that
has evolved since 1990.”
The five research units that make
up the collaboratory are the Center
for Advanced Vehicular Systems,
Center for Computational Sciences,
Center for Department of Defense
Programming Environment and
Training, Computational Simulation
and Design Center, and the
GeoResources Institute.
The units, which are located in
two buildings in the Thad Cochran

Research, Technology and Economic
Development Park, utilize the research skills
of 166 MSU faculty across a wide range of
academic disciplines and employ 40 full-time
staff members. The park is located immediately north of the Starkville campus, just across
State Highway 182.
The research units also share the university’s high-performing computer capabilities.
The collaboratory consistently ranks among
the world’s “Top500 Supercomputing Sites.”
“The computing resources at the High
Performance Computing Collaboratory are
state-of-the-art systems that provide worldclass capabilities for our researchers,” said Trey
Breckenridge, HPC2 high-performance
resources and operations administrator.
“These systems provide our researchers
with the tools they need in order to perform
the cutting-edge computational science and
engineering research for which MSU has
become known worldwide,” he added.
Focusing on computational science and
engineering, the collaboratory continues to
help businesses and researchers tackle tough
questions. It uses its powerful computer for a
variety of projects that include computational
fluid dynamics, remote sensing, computational physics, aerospace design and automotive
research.

Governor helps open new
high-performance research center

From left, Congressman Chip Pickering, Gov. Haley Barbour, and MSU President
Robert H. Foglesong

Gov. Haley Barbour says Mississippi State’s innovative leadership in computational technology is helping the state and nation become more competitive in the global economy.
“We’re in a world economy that is driven by innovation through technology,” Barbour said
at the official opening of a new $6 million addition to MSU’s High Performance Computing
Collaboratory.
“Mississippians are already working hard, so we have to increase productivity by helping
our people work smarter,” he said. “Almost all of that is dependent on computational capacity.
“Many people don’t know that we have access to phenomenal amounts of computer technology that is allowing Mississippi to be competitive in the global market place,” the governor
added. “In fact, it’s helping drive America’s competitiveness.”
About 300 faculty, staff and supporters turned out for the 2006 summer event at the new
28,000-square-foot expanded facility, located in the Cochran R&D park just north of the
Starkville campus.
The HPC2 consortium includes five centers focused on multidisciplinary computational
science and engineering research and education collaboration. The centers now generate more
than $43 million annually from federal agencies and industry.
The units include the centers for Advanced Vehicular Systems, Computational Sciences
and Department of Defense Programming Environment and Training, as well as the
Computational Simulation and Design Center and the GeoResources Institute.

mississippi state university
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RAPTOR
SUPERCOMPUTER

18TH MOST
POWERFUL AMONG
U.S. UNIVERSITIES

The

university’s new “Raptor” supercomputer is the 18th most powerful computer system among American universities, according to
the latest international rankings.
Able to perform more than 10 trillion calculations per second, the supercomputer is ranked
in the November 2006 edition of the Top500
Supercomputing Sites. The rankings were compiled and released by the universities of
Tennessee and Mannheim (Germany).
Recently installed at the university’s High
Performance Computing Collaboratory, the
2,048 processor computing cluster called Raptor
also is listed as the 39th most powerful academic
computer in the world.
Of the 17 other U.S. academic computers
ranked ahead of MSU’s Raptor, however, eight
are National Science Foundation-funded systems
located at three sites. Considered “national
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assets,” these include five at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, two at the
University of California at San Diego and one at
the University of Pittsburgh.
“Several of the U.S. academic systems
ranked ahead of us are located at the same site,”
said professor David Shaw, director of MSU’s
GeoResources Institute. “As a (stand-alone) site,
MSU ranks 13th among U.S. academic sites
with Top500 systems.
“This supercomputer keeps MSU in the
league of major university research programs that
focus on high-performance computing—institutions like the University of Texas, Harvard
University and California Institute of
Technology,” added Shaw, chair of the HPC2
Operations Board. Austin-based U.T. topped
the list among U.S. academic computer sites.
MSU’s Raptor is the fastest computer system at any Southeastern Conference university.

Vanderbilt is ranked 30th; Louisiana State, 31st;
and Florida, 34th. They are the only other SEC
schools making the Top500 list.
Overall, the Raptor is listed as the 115th
most powerful academic and non-academic computer in the world.
Five other computer systems located in
Mississippi also made the list. They include one
at the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Research
and Development Center in Vicksburg, ranked
26th in the world; and four operated by the
Naval Oceanographic Office at the Stennis Space
Center in Hancock County, respectively ranked

35th, 48th, 58th and 277th
overall.
The Raptor was installed
at HPC2, which is a university-wide multidisciplinary
research program that currently houses five research
centers. The computer is
more than four times faster
than the most powerful system previously housed at the
site, an IBM model called
Maverick.

[

]

MSU ranks 13th
among U.S.
academic sites
with Top500
systems.
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ENGINEERING
STUDENTS DESIGNING

RACE
CAR
FOR EX-TUPELO
MAYOR

Former

Tupelo Mayor Larry
Otis is described by one friend and
colleague as an “adventuresome soul”
with an abiding “need for speed.”
As a youngster growing up in
rural Northeast Mississippi, Otis frequently played with a toy model of
the Bluebird racing vehicle Sir
Malcolm Campbell drove to a new
land-speed record across Utah’s
Bonneville Salt Flats in 1935.
Now retired from private business and politics, Otis is turning his
childhood passion into a quest to set
a land-speed record of his own in a
biodiesel-powered automobile that
will be designed by engineering students at Mississippi State.
“I’ve always liked automobiles
and I’m project-oriented,” said the
Kemper County native and 1960
MSU graduate in industrial engineering. “This is an opportunity to pull
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MSU researcher Neil Littell, left, outfits Larry Otis
with the suit used to digitize the former Tupelo mayor’s
body dimensions for the design of the Streamliner race
car. For more information, visit www.cavs.msstate.edu.

together some friends and some
resources of the university.”
Acting on his lifelong ambition,
Otis recently approached officials of
the Center for Advanced Vehicular
Systems with the idea of helping him
build a Streamliner race car he wants
to drive in an effort to establish a new
land-speed record for its class.
A two-term Tupelo mayor from
1999-2005, Otis chose to compete in
the Streamliner G Class, which
includes diesel-powered engine sizes
ranging from 93 to 122 cubic inches.
To be classified a Streamliner, the
vehicle must have the front wheel or
wheels covered by an aerodynamic
skirt, and must be powered by a
mechanical drive train (as opposed to
jet or rocket cars).
Success will require expertise in
chassis design, suspension design and
aerodynamic design, while meeting

certifying organizational specification
rules set by the Federation
Internationale de Automobile and
Southern California Timing
Association.
A retired corporate officer of a
river towing service, Otis, 68, hopes
to drive the race car over a three-mile
course at the historic Salt Flats in an
attempt to break the Class G existing
speed record of just under 128 miles
an hour. A parachute breaking system
will be used for safety purposes in the
individual timed run about two years
from now.
Wayne H. Causey Jr., CAVS
manager of technology development
for commercialization, said a CAVS
team directed by Neil Littell recently
digitized Otis’s body dimensions at
the MSU research center’s Human
Factors Laboratory.
“The racer will be designed

around Larry’s body dimensions in order to reduce air
resistance,” Causey explained. “A digital model of Larry
will provide this data.”
Littell said a computer software program called
CATIA (Computer-Aided Three-Dimensional Interactive
Application) is being used in the project.
Product life cycle management coordinator for
CAVS, Littell said an estimated 40-50 MSU students
enrolled in his industrial engineering and industrial technology classes will begin designing the racer early this fall.
The students represent a cross section of such fields as
aerospace, mechanical and electrical engineering.
Otis and the officials at CAVS, which is directed by
Rand German, predict the Streamliner vehicle will be
about 18 to 24 feet in length and weigh from 1,200 to
1,500 pounds. MSU’s Raspet Flight Research Center,
which specializes in carbon fiber composite technology,
may help design the racer’s skin.
“We’ve talked about multiple classes devising a variety
of designs, so there will be some sense of competition to
get the best and most efficient concepts,” said Otis. “We
might merge some of those ideas to synthesize this down
to an optimum approach.”

Although CAVS has the capability to do some of the
vehicle fabrication, Otis indicated the car actually may be
manufactured by friends who operate machine-shop facilities in Tupelo. The racer eventually will be displayed at the
Tupelo Automobile Museum, which Otis helped establish
with the late Frank Spain in 2004.
“At any rate, we do expect students to participate in
the design, fabrication, testing, and racing activities,” said
Causey. “Once Neil has a rough plan, we can start putting
cost estimates together.”
Littell said the project will provide invaluable training
for students.
“I like to give them projects they know will result in
something real,” he said.
As for Otis’s fascination with things that go fast, he
claims it’s a positive
factor.
“It keeps me
out of trouble,” he
asserted.

[
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...the project
will provide
invaluable
training for
students
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ENTREPRENEURS
FILL NEEDS WITH
THERMAL IMAGE
MONITORING
High Performance Computing Collaboratory

Until recently,

Scott Willard of the university’s
Department of Animal and Dairy
Sciences considered himself a bovine reproductive physiologist, not an entrepreneur selling artwork generated from
thermal imaging or a provider of services and devices to
his fellow research scientists. Now, the researcher has
added business owner to the hats he wears.
Willard created RAMS, short for Remote Animal
Monitoring Solutions—a company with a variety of services and products—serving the livestock industry, research
scientists and large animal managers.
Anna Chromiak, a program manager for research
within the Department of Animal and Dairy Sciences, is
co-creator and Willard’s business partner.
The company, originated from research conducted at
MSU, which now serves clientele in the animal science,
livestock and related industries.
The company offers a wide range of services and
devices—thermal imaging used for fitting saddles on horses to the remote monitoring of livestock via the marketing
and distribution of research devices, some of which are
produced by an international company contracting with
RAMS. The production of artwork from
thermal images generated from research
and diagnostic applications is a further testament to the novel offerings of this
Mississippi start-up company.
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Through research in the Department of Animal and
Dairy Sciences during the past six years, Willard has created and modified devices based on needs generated in his
research program. Willard said he hasn’t been alone as a
researcher in need of devices that can be used to monitor
livestock without having to physically handle the animal
to acquire data.
“We’re trying to develop new devices that are useful
in our own research programs,” Willard said. “And we
believe they’ll be important to other research programs as
well.”
Willard said his company can also help fill a gap
throughout the Southern United States by providing thermography and ultrasound services to livestock producers

foot injuries, which can prove life-threatening for large, heavy animals.
Thermography may detect injuries
much earlier than conventional methods
when examining animals, allowing professionals to treat them sooner.
The Association of Zoos and
Aquariums requires X-ray or thermogram records of all elephants’ feet, and
RAMS appears to be the only business
in the country providing this service to
zoological institutions.
“We’ll fill the niche of providing the
thermography for those that want to use
it,” Willard said.
and animal managers. Devices and applications Willard develops will allow
researchers to insert in an animal a
device that continually reports data to
researchers or livestock producers. This is
helpful when determining body temperature and other factors.
“We can collect real-time data without having to impose additional stressors
on the animal,” Willard said.
Along with this type of data collection, Willard and Chromiak’s company
is also interested in helping livestock
producers determine the optimal times
to harvest animals through ultrasound
services. RAMS has contracted with a
certified ultrasound technician to determine such factors as intramuscular fat
and the size of the ribeye on cattle,
which can help cattle producers make
marketing decisions based on carcass
value.
Moreover, the company’s thermal
imaging services have a number of applications for RAMS to market. It can help
veterinarians to examine large animals
like elephants by providing assessments
of foot health when looking for possible

RAMS
While RAMS offers many services
and devices someone could traditionally
expect from a research-based company, it
also produces art. Willard and Chromiak
take thermal art photographs of landscapes, people, animals, or anything else.
Starting at $25 for a digital print,
customers can get an 8x10-inch image of
a vivid colorized rendering of the subject
based on its thermal patterns. The company offers custom images along with
Internet thermal print sales.
“People can get an image of their
horse as an artistic rendering,” Chromiak
said. “It’s something no one else does in
this country.”
MSU’s push to create spin-off companies based on university research
proved a strong catalyst for Willard and
Chromiak to start their own company.
The company received a $22,500 grant
from the Thad Cochran Endowment for
Entrepreneurship, based at MSU. The
endowment program seeks to help
potential companies grow to spark economic growth in the region and state.
RAMS is among the three companies so

far to receive a grant from the endowment. The grant helps cover start-up
costs associated with a new company.
Potential clients soon may have a
business office where they can visit
Willard and Chromiak, although no
location has been selected yet
“In the next few weeks, we’ll be putting out our shingle,” Willard said.
Commercialization of the research
makes sense for people willing to venture
into business, Chromiak said.
“These are natural fits in our
research program that people in other
research areas can use,” she said, “and
further extending research into the real
world is really what it’s all about.”
For more information, visit
www.rams-online.com.

Mississippi State University researcher Scott
Willard stands next to a horse used during a
thermography demonstration.

mississippi state university
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TERMITE-CONTROL
COMPANY FIRST
COCHRAN
ENDOWMENT
BENEFICIARY
Termites are ravenous pests

A

company formed on the discovery of new termite-control technology
by a Mississippi State researcher and
two doctoral students is the first beneficiary of a university endowment
that promotes entrepreneurship
among students.
Created by forest products professor Terry Amburgey and doctoral
students Shane Kitchens and Kevin
Ragon, TermiSys Technologies is getting a financial boost from the Thad
Cochran Endowment for
Entrepreneurship, which provides awards ranging from
$1,000 to $20,000
for worthy business
start-up ventures.
TermiSys was
founded on the trio’s
recent patenting of a
unique termite control system that
attracts termites to
bait stations through
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the transmission of high-frequency
radio waves, rather than relying on
random foraging by the wooddevouring critters.
TermiSys has an exclusive license
on all U.S. and international patents
held by MSU related to the directive
movement of termites and other
social insects, Kitchens explained. He
said the new company will research,
develop and market the technology to
the termite control industry. MSU
will get a portion of the revenue.
“High frequency radio waves can
be used to control termite activity,”
explained Charles Rivenburgh, director of MSU’s Office of Intellectual
Property and Technology Licensing.
“When used in conjunction with bait
stations, the termites are attracted to
the transmission area where they can
be destroyed through contact with
the bait.”
The new endowment, administered through the office of President

Robert H. “Doc” Foglesong, was
established in honor of Mississippi’s
longtime U.S. senator through the
MSU Foundation’s State of the Future:
The Mississippi State Campaign.
The entrepreneurship program is
directed by Gerald Nelson, instructor
and the Jack Hatcher Chair in
Engineering Entrepreneurship within
the Bagley College of Engineering. A
minimum of $3 million in private
support will be sought.
The university has received gift
commitments of more than $2.5 million and has good prospects for more
gifts in the future. Major commitments have come from Northrop
Grumman Corp., Entergy
Mississippi, Mississippi Power, and
General Dynamics, among others.
A researcher in MSU’s Forest and
Wildlife Research Center for the past
28 years, Amburgey has developed a
solid reputation as an expert in preventing the deterioration of wood

structures. He heads up a cooperative, ongoing project that is seeking to solve climaterelated housing construction problems endemic to the Deep South, including those posed
by such insects as beetles and the ravenous
Formosan subterranean termite.
Kitchens, a native of Utica whose research
focuses on wood preservation and lumber discolorations, worked in private industry for a
number of years after earning bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in forest products from MSU
in 1993 and 1997, respectively. He currently
is pursuing a doctorate in forest resources
under Amburgey’s direction.
“I come from a long line of entrepreneurs
on both my mother’s and father’s side of my
family,” Kitchens said. “My goal from a very
young age has been to be an entrepreneur.”
A native of Marks, Ragon also is a forest
resources doctoral student studying under
Amburgey. He focuses his research on wooddestroying pests—particularly the biology,
behavior and control of subterranean termites.
He earned a bachelor’s degree in environmental science and chemistry from Delta State
University in 1998, and a master’s in forest
products from Mississippi State in 2000.
“We are trying to do everything right to
make this (business venture) a success to
honor the namesake of the award, for all the
senator has done to promote the general welfare of Mississippi,” said Ragon.
Nelson said the selection of TermiSys
Technologies as the first recipient of the
Cochran endowment was a no-brainer.
“They fit the bill to a ‘T’—good technology with intellectual property, good work
experience, mature thinkers, world renowned
faculty involvement, and a great marketing
and business plan,” he said. “They are a model
for the future of this program.”

Researchers help state
furniture industry compete globally
Furniture manufacturers facing stiff global competition from China and other foreign
suppliers are turning to MSU researchers for help in meeting the challenge.
“We’re helping an industry re-invent itself,” said Steve Taylor, interim director of the
university’s Franklin Furniture Institute and a seasoned business professional.
Utilizing a new $1.5 million grant from the U.S. Small Business Administration, the
institute—named in honor of Houston furniture executive Hassell Franklin—is giving
researchers across campus an opportunity to improve the profitability, efficiency and sustainability of the Mississippi furniture industry.
“A lot of companies are making money, having record years, but the successful ones
are creating entirely new business models,” said Taylor. “Our outreach program is going to
help them and the others re-invent themselves.
“That might include looking at the chemical composition of the paint they use or
examining their supply chain from China to Okolona,” he added. “We’ll look at everything
from their strategic business models to their use of the Internet.”
In addition to working with established businesses, Taylor said the institute’s outreach
program is providing hands-on assistance to emerging furniture-related companies, including those small-niche enterprises that specialize in handmade pieces.
About 200 companies centered in and around Tupelo employ some 25,000 people in
a 10-county area of Northeast Mississippi. That accounts for about one-third of the population of the region, the nation’s largest producer of upholstered household furniture.
Statewide, the furniture industry generates nearly 50,000 jobs and has a $4.4 billion
economic impact on wholesale and retail trade, petroleum and chemicals, financial and real
estate, transportation and communication services, and health service sectors.
In early 2004, the university opened the Franklin Center for Furniture Manufacturing
and Management. The 35,000-square-foot facility houses a comprehensive furniture
research, testing and technical assistance program.
Other MSU units contributing to the research effort include the College of Forest
Resources and its Forest and Wildlife Research Center, the colleges of Architecture, Art
and Design,
Business and
Industry,
Bagley
Engineering,
and MSU
Extension
Service.
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GULF COAST INSTITUTE
COULD GENERATE DOLLARS,
IMPROVE STORM
FORECASTING

Mississippi State

is playing
the lead role in establishing a cooperative
research institute on the Gulf Coast that could yield “hundreds of millions of dollars” in scientific and economic
benefits for the state and region.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration provided a first-year grant of $6.3 million
to a consortium of universities and institutions in Florida,
Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana to create the
Northern Gulf Institute.
The NOAA funding will ratchet up to $10 million a
year over the remaining five years of the contract period—
and possibly beyond—with escalating economic benefits
anticipated for the entire area.
MSU will serve as lead institution for the institute
based at the Stennis Space Center in Hancock County.
The other institutional players in the cooperative
project include the University of Southern Mississippi,
Florida State University, Louisiana State University, and
Alabama’s Dauphin Island Sea Laboratory.
MSU’s GeoResources Institute, directed by David
Shaw, will apply its cutting-edge spatial and modeling
technologies to improve storm forecasting and address a
wide range of other critical environmental issues in the
northern Gulf of Mexico region, which stretches from the
Sabine River on the west to the Suwannee River on the
east.
In particular, the university’s expertise in high performance computing, geospatial technologies, and watershed and atmospheric modeling will be strongly complemented by the strengths of partnering institutions.
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“We need to do a better job of managing our inland
resources to preserve the Gulf Coast ecosystem,” said
Shaw, who led a feasibility study for the proposed project
last year. “We also need to look at how we can do a better
job of predicting storm activity, particularly hurricanes in
the Gulf.”
Researchers say a key goal of the NGI will be to help
decision-makers and management agencies understand the
linkages between ecosystems and human societies, in an
effort to reduce the vulnerability and enhance resiliency of
these linked systems.
“Increased human presence along the coast also
requires improved predictive capabilities relative to severe
storms and changes in sea level,” Shaw said.
NOAA scientists and university researchers will collaborate to study regional issues associated with coastal
hazards, climate change, water quality, ecosystem management, coastal wetlands, and pollution.
Although NOAA operates a number of cooperative
institutes nationwide with varying missions, the only one
in the Southeast is located in Florida. Shaw said the timing for a northern Gulf program appears right.
Shaw said the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy
“endorsed the concept of establishing the Gulf of Mexico
as a priority” for scientific research two years ago.
Responding to that 2004 report, Mississippi Gov.
Haley Barbour urged NOAA and the Navy to “establish a
prototype cooperative ocean and coastal information management system at Stennis to build on the successful programs already extant there.”

GRI helping develop Earth science
research database for NASA
Mississippi State is using a $9.6 million federal grant to help NASA
develop a stronger and more accessible Earth science research database
for use by a wide variety of U.S. governmental agencies.
Armed with the funding from NASA’s Applied Sciences Directorate, the
university’s GeoResources Institute is marshaling its geospatial technology
expertise to help build a computerized, one-stop data resource that could
have global research impacts on such diverse issues as climate change,
bioterrorism, transportation and population trends.
“We are using high-performance computing, remote sensing, rapid prototyping, geographic information systems, global positioning systems, and 3D landscaping visualization capabilities that will come together in a very
complementary way,” said David Shaw, GRI director and a co-principal

“The economic impact will probably start in the hundreds of millions of dollars and get bigger than that,” predicted GRI deputy director Charles Hill. “You have positive
economic benefits if you save money or if you make
money—and this could do both.”
He said the NGI will build bridges to private industry
to help develop and commercialize the evolving scientific
technology. MSU’s Extension Service, he said, will play a
“pivotal role” in making the academic research operational.
MSU programs currently operating at Stennis include
the GRI’s Science and Technology Research Center and the
Department of Defense-funded Center for Programming
Environment and Training.
The Gulf of Mexico ecosystem encompasses 1.8 million
square miles and is the receiving body for 66 percent of the
rivers within the continental United States—including the
Mississippi River, the largest river system in North America.
Specific issues of concern in the Gulf region include nutrients, habitat, public health, environmental monitoring,
modeling, storm forecasting, and other research.

[
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...hundreds of
millions of dollars
in scientific and
economic benefits
for the state
and region.

investigator for the grant.
“They are looking for a data system that will be globally accessible,
globally searchable—sort of a ‘Google’ for NASA research,” he added. “At
the end of the two-year grant period (in 2008), we expect to have this system fully stood up and operational.”
Also providing support for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration project are the University of Mississippi’s Geoinformatics
Center, and a team from the Stennis Space Center comprised of the
Institute for Technology Development and Science Systems and Applications
Inc.
“I think this positions not only Mississippi State, but the state of
Mississippi to be more competitive,” said
Shaw. “We’re going to provide a significant contribution to the base system
from which the next generation of
research will be determined.”
Co-principal investigator for
MSU’s lead role in the project is Robert
J. Moorhead, a professor of electrical
and computer engineering, and GRI
associate director for research. He also
is an expert in rapid prototyping technology, which produces working models
from computer-aided designs or animation modeling software.
Earth system science is the study
of how the Earth works as a system of
continents, oceans, atmosphere, ice,
and life. It is based on the ability to
measure key parameters and integrate
that knowledge into Earth system models.
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ADULTS SUPPORT
R-RATING FOR FILMS
THAT SHOW
TOBACCO
According

to a new survey, 81
percent of adults in the United
States agree adolescents are more likely to smoke if they watch actors
smoke in movies, and 70 percent support a new R-rating for any movies
with on-screen tobacco imagery,
unless the film clearly demonstrates
the dangers of smoking.
The Social Climate Survey of
Tobacco Control is an annual poll of
public attitudes about tobacco control policies. The American Medical
Association (AMA) Alliance, the
26,000-member grassroots arm of the
AMA, joined researchers from
Mississippi State’s Social Science
Research Center in
February to make the
announcement
during the
AMA’s National
Advocacy
Conference in
Washington,
D.C.
According to
the report, public
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concern over the issue of tobacco
imagery on screen has grown substantially over the past year:
Support for an R-rating for
movies with tobacco that fail to portray its health risks jumped nearly 12
percentage points between 2005 and
2006.
Two-thirds of adults want movie
theaters to show anti-tobacco spots
before any film with tobacco images,
up more than 5 percentage points
from the year before.
More than 60 percent of adults
want tobacco branding out of all
movie scenes, a rise of nearly 7 percentage points from the previous year.
“This research is our latest effort
to bring national attention to the
harmful effects that smoking in
movies has on our youth,” said AMA
Alliance President Nita Maddox. “As
a parent myself, I am equally as concerned as the parents we surveyed
about children’s exposure to smoking
on screen.”
AMA Alliance members have
launched a national, grassroots, par-

ent-to-parent campaign to clear
tobacco imagery from future movies
rated G, PG and PG-13 by calling on
the Motion Picture Association of
America and movie studios to implement voluntary solutions to reduce
youth’s exposure to movie smoking.
The policies and the initiative,
Screen Out, have been endorsed by
several national public health organizations including the AMA, AMA
Alliance, American Heart Association
and the American Legacy
Foundation.
“There is an overwhelming and
consistent body of evidence that
shows a clear link between smoking
in movies and youth starting to
smoke,” said Robert McMillen, associate research professor at MSU’s
Social Science Research Center and
lead author of the report. “This
national survey demonstrates substantial public and parental support for
voluntary policy changes by
Hollywood to reduce this toll, including R-rating for almost all future
tobacco scenes.”

Millions of Southerners living
with chronic pain, study shows

In 2005, one in six top-grossing
U.S. movies showed or mentioned an
actual tobacco brand. Two out of
three U.S. live action movies featured
tobacco in 2006, including 68 percent of PG-13 films.
“Growing U.S. support for
smoke-free movies will protect young
people not only here, in North
America, but wherever U.S. movies
dominate the media culture and
wherever the tobacco industry is
hunting its next generation,” said
Maddox. “When we get smoking out
of youth-rated movies in Hollywood,
it will be felt all the way to Kiev,
Cape Town, Shanghai, and Djakarta.”

[ ]
...evidence that
shows a clear
link between
smoking in movies
and youth starting
to smoke.

Millions of Southerners are enduring chronic pain with little complaint
these days as acute aches and ailments
take a devastating toll on their personal
lives.
Call it Southern stoicism or a penchant for misery, many of the suffering
horde seem to accept pain as a “normal
part of life” while an assortment of maladies inflict havoc on their work, sex life,
sleep, mental health, play, and relationships
with others.
The findings are part of a recent study
by the university’s Social Science Research
Center, directed by Art Cosby. The report is
titled, “Social and Cultural Dimensions of
Pain: An Overview of the Southern Pain
Prevalence Study 2004.”
More than 3,600 adults in six Southern
states answered fundamental questions
about pain and pain management during the
2004 study, conducted in partnership with the
Mid-South Division of the American Cancer
Society. Targeted states were Alabama,
Arkansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi,
and Tennessee.
Letitia Thompson of the American
Cancer Society said the pain study was
important “because the management of cancer pain occurs in a social and cultural context where understanding of prevalence levels, attitudes and beliefs can either enhance
or hinder the treatment of patients.”
The researchers found pain to be “pervasive” among Southern adults surveyed.
“Many individuals are experiencing
chronic pain, and substantial numbers judged
their pain to be either moderate or severe,”
they said. “When this data was projected to
the six-state region, it was clear that several
million individuals are living with chronic pain
conditions.”
They also noted: “About one-half of
respondents (49 percent) said their pain
interfered with their sexual relations.”

The study examined beliefs and attitudes people hold about pain and pain management, especially those that might be
detrimental to their health and well-being.
“Although the impacts of pain on everyday life are very complex, one inescapable
conclusion from the data is that pain has a
broad-based effect upon the productivity of
individuals and, hence, the wealth of society,”
the researchers concluded.
The survey was conducted through the
SSRC’s Survey Research Laboratory, directed by Wolfgang Freese. The MSU research
group was led by Cosby and included Tonya
Thornton-Neaves, Lynne Rich, Robert
Cameron McMillen, Missy Matta, Lesli
Hutchins, Julia Cathcart, Maria Abregu, and
Holli C. Hitt.
Other participants were Karen Koch,
North Mississippi Medical Center; Steve
Parvin, Center for Breast Health and
Imaging; Todd Sitzman, Advanced Pain
Therapy at Forrest General Cancer; and Eric
Pearson, Total Pain Care.

[
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Several million
individuals are
living with chronic
pain conditions.
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Awards/
Honors

Susan Bridges, professor of computer science and engineering, is a Bagley
College of Engineering Hearin Eminent
Scholar.
Dr. Philip Bushby is the first to
hold the title of Marcia Lane Endowed
Professor in Humane Ethics and Animal
Welfare. The Lane Chair will enable the
veterinary college to develop collaborative relationships with animal sheltering
organizations throughout the state and
surrounding region.
Louay Chamra, acting head of the
mechanical engineering department, is a
Bagley College of Engineering Hearin
Eminent Scholar.
Jane Clary, associate extension professor in food science, nutrition and health
promotion, received a grant of more
than $500,000 for the Mississippi in
Motion—Bulldogs in Motion program.
The program will encourage positive
behavior changes among adults by promoting healthy eating habits and
encourage positive lifestyle changes.
Dr. Arthur G. Cosby is one of 14
William L. Giles Distinguished
Professors at Mississippi State. The
award is one of the highest honors the
university can bestow on a faculty member. Cosby serves as director and research
Fellow at the Social Science Research
Center and as professor of sociology.
Steve Daniewicz, professor of
mechanical engineering, was selected a
Bagley College of Engineering Hearin
Eminent Scholar.
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Allen Greenwood, professor of
industrial and systems engineering, was
named a Bagley College of Engineering
Hearin Eminent Scholar.

National/
Regional/Statewide

Roger L. King, professor and associate dean of the university’s Bagley
College of Engineering, is the first recipient of the J. Donald Trotter Leadership
Award for distinguished service in electrical and computer engineering.
Keith Koenig, professor of aerospace
engineering, was named a Grisham
Master Teacher Award winner.
Raja Reddy, research professor in the
Plant and Soil Science Department,
received the Outstanding Worker Award
for MAFES for 2006. Raja is described
as a world-class scientist whose research
has impacted many aspects of crop physiology and production.
Rudy Rogers, professor of chemical
engineering, is a Bagley College of
Engineering Hearin Eminent Scholar.
Jung P. Shim, professor of management and information systems, was the
winner of the university’s 2006 Ralph E.
Powe Research Excellence Award, which
annually recognizes significant contributions to the economic welfare or cultural
growth of the university, state and
nation. Shim is a noted authority on
digital multimedia broadcasting.
Joe Thompson, aerospace engineering professor, is a Bagley College of
Engineering Hearin Eminent Scholar.
Nicholas Younan, professor of electrical and computer engineering, is a
Bagley College of Engineering Hearin
Eminent Scholar.

Honors

Dr. Michael Ballard, coordinator for
the library’s Congressional and Political
Research Center and university archivist,
was presented the Dunbar Rowland
Award by the Mississippi Historical
Society for “outstanding publications on
the Civil War and Reconstruction,
including definitive works on the
Vicksburg Campaign and John C.
Pemberton, for his exemplary career as
university archivist at Mississippi State
University, and for his many years of
leadership in the Mississippi Historical
Society.” Dunbar Rowland was a pioneer
historian and archivist in Mississippi and
the Southeast.
H. Michael Barnes, professor in the
Forest and Wildlife Research Center,
received the award of merit by the
Railway Tie Association.
Four at Mississippi State are recent recipients of one of the highest honors that
can be earned by a young faculty member—a National Science Foundation
CAREER Award. Honorees are Dr.
Alicia Beatty of chemistry, Dr.
Priscilla Hill of chemical engineering,
Dr. Adrienne Minerick of chemical engineering, and Dr. Keith
Walters of mechanical engineering.
Each proposal must address the integration of teaching with the proposed
research project, reinforcing the synergy
between scholarship and teaching.
Michael A. Berk, a senior faculty
member at the College of Architecture,
Art and Design, recently was honored
with the F.L. Crane Endowed Professor
of Architecture award for his research,
outreach and teaching accomplishments.

Wanda Cheek and Phyllis Miller,
associate professors, School of Human
Sciences, participated in a Fulbright
Hays project, “Fabric of Indian Life,”
Delhi, India, December 2006-January
2007.
Louise Davis, extension professor in
human sciences, along with Cathy Grace
of the Early Childhood Institute,
received a $14.4 million grant to help
restore child-care programs damaged by
Hurricane Katrina.
Debbie Gaddis, associate extension
professor in the College of Forest
Resources, was named Extension
Forester of the Year by the Forest
Landowner Association. In addition, she
received an achievement award by the
National Association of County
Agricultural Agents. Gaddis was noted
for her development of a Timber Tax
Fundamentals Short Course that has
saved participants an estimated tax savings of $12 million through deductions.
Jane Britt Greenwood, associate
dean of the College of Architecture, Art
and Design, was re-elected to the board
of directors for the Architectural
Research Centers Consortium.
Danny Hollingsworth, interim
dean of the College of Business and
Industry, is the new president of the
Federation of Schools of Accountancy.
In addition, he continues to hold the H.
Devon Graham Jr. Endowed
Professorship in the School of
Accountancy, where he served as director
from 2000 until assuming the interim
dean post in July 2006.

George M. Hopper, dean of the
College of Forest Resources, was elected
president of the National Association of
University Forest Resources Programs.
The association is led by deans, directors
and heads representing 67 member universities in their collective dealings with
governmental entities, forestry and other
natural resource organizations, forestry
industry groups, educational and scientific organizations, and the public.
Ken Hood, extension professor in the
Agricultural Economics Department,
was elected president-elect of the Food
Distribution Research Society at its
annual meeting. FDRS is the only body
of scholars and practitioners in the
United States dedicated to the study,
monitoring and sharing of knowledge
about the dramatic changes taking place
in the global food system.
Darren Hudson, professor in the
Agricultural Economics Department, has
been named a 2006 Farm Foundation
Fellow. This is the program’s first year
and Darren is one of three named to the
initial class. He will be working with
strategies for dealing with globalization
and the impact of globalization on U.S.
agriculture.
Barry Hunt, professor in food science,
nutrition and health promotion, is coprincipal investigator on a $500,000
grant to improve work site health in the
furniture industry.
Don Jackson of the Forest and
Wildlife Research Center was elected
second vice president of the American
Fisheries Society. He becomes the top
officer of the 10,000-member organization in 2009.

Jeanne Jones, associate professor in
the Forest and Wildlife Research Center,
is president of the Southeastern section
of the Wildlife Society.
Rick Kaminski, waterfowl biologist
and professor in the Forest and Wildlife
Research Center, received the Wetland
Conservation Achievement Award from
Ducks Unlimited Inc. The award represents a lifelong commitment to wetlands
and waterfowl by the world’s largest and
most effective wetland and waterfowl
conservation organization.
Associate professors David Lewis and
Rachel McCann and visiting assistant
professor Wanda Dye, College of
Architecture, Art and Design, recently
received a 2006-07 Association of
Collegiate Schools of Architecture
Creative Achievement Award for their
first-year architecture design studio,
“Seize Your Education.” The award
honors a creative achievement in teaching that advances architectural education.
Benjy Mikel, professor and head of
the Food Sciences, Nutrition and Health
Promotion Department, was named a
member of the board of directors of the
National Alliance for Food Safety and
Security.
Beth Miller, head of the interior
design program, was among only three
selected for the 2005-06 Educator
Medalist Award of the American Society
of Interior Designers. Miller also is
scheduled to assume the presidency of
ASID’s South Central Chapter in 2007.
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William Person, longtime director of
MSU graduate studies, and a professor
of curriculum and instruction, received
the state’s 2006 Black Educator of the
Year Award. Recognizing outstanding
service, the honor is presented annually
by the Board of Trustees, Institutions of
Higher Learning.

Vice President for the Division of
Agriculture, Forestry and Veterinary
Medicine Vance H. Watson received
the Distinguished Service Award from
the Mississippi Farm Bureau Federation
in December 2006. The DSA is the
highest honor that Farm Bureau bestows
on an individual.

Sam Riffell, assistant professor in the
Forest and Wildlife Research Center, was
elected by his peers to the executive
council of the U.S. Regional Chapter of
the International Association for
Landscape Ecology.

Ben West, national outreach coordinator for the Berryman Institute,
received the Leadership Award for his
work on the 4-H Wildlife Habitat
Evaluation Program.

Stephen C. Grado, professor in the
Forest and Wildlife Research Center, is a
new Fellow of the Society of American
Foresters. He was honored by the professional organization for outstanding contributions to the society and the forestry
profession.

Jim West, dean of the College of
Architecture, Art and Design, was selected as a Design Excellence Peer
Professional for the General Services
Administration.

Mechanical engineering professor B.
Keith Hodge and Career Center
Director Luther Epting both became
new Fellows of the American Society for
Engineering Education.

Scott Willard, associate professor in
the Animal and Dairy Sciences
Department, received the 2006
Outstanding Young Animal Scientist
Research Award from the Southern
Section of the American Society of
Animal Science.

Mechanical engineering professor Mark
F. Horstemeyer was appointed
Fellow of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers.

Colin G. Scanes, interim assistant to
the president for economic development,
was named to the board of the Oak
Ridge Associated Universities, a consortium of nearly 100 doctoral-granting
member institutions across the country.
Joe D. Seger, longtime MSU religion
professor and director of the university’s
Cobb Institute of Archaeology, is a recipient of the highest achievement award
presented by the American Schools of
Oriental Research. He received the
Richard J. Scheuer Medal during the
past year.
Juan Silva, professor in food science,
nutrition and health promotion, recently
was reappointed executive secretary of
Phi Tau Sigma, the international honor
society of food scientists.
Paul Thaxton, professor, poultry science, serves on the Scientific Advisory
Council for Animal Welfare of Yum! Inc.
(parent company of KFC) and the scientific advisory board of the American
Humane Association.
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New

Fellows

H. Michael Barnes, a professor in
the university’s Forest and Wildlife
Research Center, was honored as a new
Fellow of the International Academy of
Wood Science.
Cliff George, professor and associate
director for chemical engineering, is a
Fellow of the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers.

Senior administrator and bioengineer
Jerry Gilbert was named a Fellow of
the American Institute for Medical and
Biological Engineering. The high honor
recognizes those in the top 2 percent of
the profession.

David L. Lawrence, director of the
Raspet Flight Research Laboratory, was
appointed as a new Fellow of the Society
of Experimental Test Pilots.
Professor and former landscape architecture department head Cameron R.J.
Man became a member of the inaugural
class of the Council of Educators in
Landscape Architecture Academy of
Fellows.
James Martin, professor of civil engineering, is a Fellow of the American
Society of Civil Engineers.
Raja Reddy, plant and soil sciences,
has been selected as a 2006 Crop Science
Society of America Fellow.

Nancy Reichert, professor in plant
and soil sciences, has been named a
Fellow of the Society for In-Vitro
Biology.
Kirk Schulz, dean of MSU’s Bagley
College of Engineering and interim vice
president for research, is a new Fellow of
the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, the world’s
largest general scientific society.
Three faculty members in MSU’s biological sciences department were designated
National Academies teaching fellows for
their innovative classroom work. They
include associate professor Giselle
Thibaudeau and instructors
Celeste Reese and Emily Gay
Williamson.

New

Positions

Lori Mann Bruce, an electrical and
computer engineering professor, is the
new associate director for research at
MSU’s GeoResources Institute. She is
charged with identifying and recruiting
GRI faculty, staff and students who may
contribute to research projects. She also
received a Distinguished Engineering
Alumni Award from the University of
Alabama at Huntsville.

Melvin C. Ray, a 19-year administrator at MSU, was named associate vice
president for economic development in
the university’s Office of Research and
Economic Development.
Darrel Schmitz, geology professor
and head of the geosciences department,
became the new president of the
Association of Environmental and
Engineering Geologists, an international
organization.

Dr. Sarah Rajala became head of the
electrical and computer engineering
department in 2006. She also became
holder of the university’s James W.
Bagley Endowed Chair of Electrical and
Computer Engineering. She came to
MSU from North Carolina State
University.
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RCU playing key
role in design of
work-force plan
Mississippi State researchers
are playing a key role in developing an education plan to
meet state work-force demands
in the 21st century.
The university’s Research
and Curriculum Unit is partnering with the Mississippi
Department of Education and
other state groups to design and
implement a plan titled
“Redesigning Education for the
21st Century Workforce.”
“The plan still is mostly in
a conceptual phase,” said
Shelley Bock, assistant director
of the unit. “Our staff meets
monthly with MDE staff and
the state Board of Education
Subcommittee for further development of each piece of the
redesign.”
The Mississippi
Department of Transportation,
state teachers, industry experts,
and the Institutions of Higher
Learning’s University Research
Center also are participating in
the effort, which will examine
the delivery of work-force education courses in the state.
“Improving the lives of
Mississippians requires more
than redesigning high schools,”
said state Superintendent of
Education Hank Bounds.
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BRIEFS

Bounds, IHL
Commissioner Tom Meredith
and Wayne Stonecypher, executive director of the Mississippi
Board for Community and
Junior Colleges—or their representatives—are focusing attention on work-force training
issues and the proposed
redesign plan.
“The RCU helped develop
the overall concept for the
redesign plan,” explained Bock.
“We specifically researched and
fleshed out the Seven
Mississippi Career Pathways,
based on the current job
demands in Mississippi as identified by IHL.”
The pathways include
health care; agriculture and natural resources; construction and
manufacturing; transportation;
business, management and marketing; science, technology,
engineering and math; and
human services, fine arts and
the humanities.
Bock said the RCU also
joined forces with teams of
Mississippi teachers to revise
and strengthen technologypreparation Discovery Courses
for seventh and eighth graders;
and the science, technology,
engineering and mathematics
applications curriculum framework for ninth graders.
The RCU, directed by Patti
Abraham, operates as an arm of
the Office of the Vice President
for Research and Economic
Development.

Landscape architect
applies skills to golf
course design
Golfers are hitting the ball
farther off the tee these days—
thanks to advances in equipment technology—and that
means new challenges for landscape architects and others who
design the courses.
“The major challenge facing golf course architects today
is to integrate golf courses into
the landscape in an environmentally friendly way,” notes
Glenn Cook, associate professor
of landscape architecture.
“Advances in golf equipment technology are allowing
greater numbers of golfers to hit
balls farther,” he said. “On
average, golf courses now have
to be about 35 percent larger
than approximately 15 years ago
to keep them safe.
“Land is becoming a precious commodity and about
200 acres is required for a fullsized, 18-hole course,” observed
Cook, a registered landscape
architect and planning consultant with some 40 years of practical experience and academic
work in the field.
“Golf course architects
first design courses based on a
thorough inventory and analysis of the land, both on- and
off-site,” he added.
“Environmental friendliness is
a key word for golf course
architecture.”
A self-described “golfer
who has aspirations of becom-

ing an adequate one,” the 66year-old Cook is way beyond
adequate in his highly specialized profession. He is among
only about 4 percent of the estimated 16,000 members of the
American Society of Landscape
Architects to have been recognized as a Fellow by their peers.
Last year, Cook visited
Scotland, where he served as an
invited external examiner for a
master’s degree program in golf
course architecture offered by
the Edinburgh College of Art,
School of Landscape
Architecture at the University of
Edinburgh. He is in a four-year
term in that capacity.
“Glenn evaluated one of
only two golf course architecture programs in the world—
the other being at Michigan
State University,” said Pete
Melby, a fellow landscape architecture professor and co-director
of the university’s Center for
Sustainable Design. “This is a
big honor for our department,
our profession and the university.”
A major branch of landscape architecture, golf course
architecture seeks to create a
greater golf course by utilizing a

promising piece of land to its
fullest potential.
A member of the MSU faculty since 1978, Cook earned a
bachelor’s degree in landscape
architecture from Louisiana
State University in 1964 and a
master’s in urban and regional
planning from the University of
Mississippi in 1986. He is the
author of “Innovative Outdoor
Recreation Developments”
(2000, National Recreation &
Park Association).

Institute uses
digital biology to
improve human
health
A new institute at
Mississippi State merges traditional strengths in engineering
and biology
to help solve
global problems related
to human
health, nutrition, food
safety, biosecurity and
agricultural production.
The Institute for Digital
Biology is a unique multidisciplinary research unit that could
launch MSU as a world leader
in functional genomics and systems biology.
“Today, this means applying the twin powers of genomic
biology with high-performance
computing to provide innovative solutions to important
problems in this ‘biotech centu-

ry’,” said Shane Burgess, an
associate professor of basic science in the MSU College of
Veterinary Medicine.
“Mixing biotechnology and
computation drives advances in
both fields,” he said.
“The IDB is a wonderful
opportunity to expand and formalize our existing collaborations between the A (agricultural) and M (mechanical) sides of
MSU,” added Burgess, one of
two IDB co-directors of the
unit during its first year of
operation.
Start-up funding for the
institute was provided by
MSU’s Division of Agriculture,
Forestry and Veterinary
Medicine, the Bagley College of
Engineering and the university’s
Office of Research. External
funding sources
also will be
tapped.
Researchers
from the department of biochemistry and
molecular biology, a part of the
College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences, also helped develop
the IDB concept.
The institute will provide
services to researchers across the
state, nation and world in the
use of its data resources and
computational methods. It also
will facilitate economic development by building partnerships
with industry and government
agencies.

Student’s
microscopic image
gracing calendar
A microscopic image captured by an MSU doctoral student in entomology is appearing
in a 2007 calendar that will be
viewed by scientists, engineers
and others throughout the
world.
Graduate research assistant
Sangmi Lee’s image of the
reproductive structures of a new
species of gelechiid moth is
among only four U.S. images
and eight others from five foreign countries chosen for the
Zeiss Inc. 2007 calendar.
“Zeiss Inc. is the most
respected company in optical
microscopy and imaging,” said
Giselle Thibaudeau, director of
the university’s Electron
Microscope Center, where Lee’s
work was conducted.
A native of South Korea,
Lee said her winning moth
image was acquired with a Zeiss
Confocal Laser Scanning
Microscope 510 that was being
demonstrated at the EMC last
summer. The microscope will
be permanently located at the
EMC in January.
Other winning
images from the
U.S. were submitted from

Northwestern University and
West Virginia universities, as
well as the Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center in Seattle,
Wash.
Images by scientists in
Germany, Poland, England,
India, and Japan also were chosen to round out the 2007 calendar.
“Zeiss was impressed with
the image generated at the
EMC and contacted
Thibaudeau to get permission
to use it in the 2007 calendar to
be distributed worldwide,” said
Lee.
“Sangmi is the only person
in this country working on this
group of moths, and the quality
of her work with these very
small moths—measuring a few
millimeters in size—has set a
standard at the world level,”
said MSU entomology professor
Richard Brown, who supports
Lee’s research through funding
obtained from the National
Science Foundation.
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Center developing
energy system for
residential, ag,
commercial uses
Mississippi State is using a
new federal grant of nearly $1
million to develop an alternative
energy production system for
use in residential, agricultural
and small commercial buildings.
The U.S. Department of
Energy has channeled
a grant of $962,000
to the university’s
Micro Cooling,
Heating and Power,
and Bio-Fuel
Center. The federal
agency previously provided
$3.8 million for the program,
which was established in 2004.
“The grant will allow
researchers to develop a cooling,
heating and power system to be
used in residential or smallbuilding application,” said
mechanical engineering professor Louay M. Chamra, leader of
the university’s Micro-CHP
research program.
Chamra said the initial system will consist of a vapor compression cooling system powered by a propane or natural
gas-driven generator, with waste
heat recovery for hot water and
heating. He predicted a small
commercial CHP system delivering less than 15 kilowatts of
electric power could be available
within two or three years.
“This system will be packaged as one unit to be used in a
residential home or on a small
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farm,” said Chamra, who
earned a doctorate in mechanical engineering from
Pennsylvania State University in
1992 and joined the MSU faculty in 1996. “Fifteen kilowatts
is more than enough for most
houses.”
Combined cooling, heating
and power is a promising technology for increased energy efficiency through the use of distributed electricity
generation and
waste energy
recovery systems
at or near enduser sites. Waste
energy from the
power production
is used to provide the cooling,
heating and hot water/steam
needs for the site.
Chamra said CHP systems
are expected to promote energy
reliability and self-sufficiency
for many large institutional,
industrial and agricultural applications, while also providing
energy security during disasters.
He said the systems are
designed to be environmentally
friendly by reducing greenhouse
emissions.
The Micro-CHP and BioFuel Center is a joint campus
effort among the departments
of mechanical engineering and
agricultural and biological engineering, Swalm School of
Chemical Engineering and
Mississippi Agricultural and
Forestry Experiment Station.
The center’s work focuses on
demonstration, education and
research.

International
connection may
spur new U.S.
‘Seoul food’
Mississippi State researchers
and officials of a South Korean
food products company are taking a can-do approach—or
maybe that’s a “mandu”
approach—in devising ways to
spice up American menus.
The university’s Food
Science
Institute and
International
Business
Strategy
Program are
teaming up with the 58-yearold firm, Chew Young Roo, to
develop and introduce a variety
of “Seoul food” products into
western diets.
Mandu, or Korean
dumplings, is one of the Seoulbased company’s specialties.
“Korean dumplings are
unlike what we think of as
dumplings, since they are
stuffed products that include
meat and vegetables in a
steamed dough,” explained
William Benjy Mikel, FSI director for the College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences.
“The dough pastries typically are filled with a mixture of
ground meat, scallions and garlic,” added J.P. Shim, professor
and South Korean and IBSP
director for the College of
Business and Industry. “They

can be steamed, deep-fried or
served in soup.”
Mikel and Shim visited
Seoul last year to seal the deal
with Chew Young Roo’s chief
executive officer, Sung-Soo
Park.
The South Korean company pledged to make a significant contribution to MSU—
contingent upon the successful
completion of the project.
“Chew
Young Roo will
supply food
products and the
FSI will use those
as a baseline to
develop
‘Americanized’
versions,” said
Mikel, also a professor and head
of his college’s food science,
nutrition and health promotion
department.
“We’ll evaluate the acceptance of the traditional (Korean)
products and determine how to
modify those to meet U.S.
tastes,” he added, noting that
various faculty and students
within his department are
involved in the project.
Shim’s international business program will assist from an
economic feasibility standpoint—providing a business
model, marketing strategy, distribution channels, communication technology, cultural perspectives and other information.

MSU posts record
$154 million-plus in
research grants
Mississippi State collected a
record total of just under $155
million in external grants and
contracts for a variety of
research and education programs during the 2006 fiscal
year.
The total of $154.7 million
in outside funds supported
some 2,267 sponsored projects
during the fiscal year that ended
June 30. It represented a significant increase over the university’s previous record of
$150,045,912 recorded in
FY2004.
The award total did not
include an additional $17.6
million in state student financial aid channeled to MSU during the year.
The FY2006 awards
included more than $99.3 million from federal agencies, more
than $29.2 million from
Mississippi state agencies, and
another $26.1-plus million
from a diverse combination of
private and other governmental
sources.
MSU’s agricultural and
natural resource programs generated $66.2 million in external
grants and contracts during the
fiscal year, including funding to
develop alternative energy
sources and to support the
state’s livestock, forestry and
food production enterprises.
“It is encouraging to see
the level of support for research

and educational programs that
touch the lives of so many
Mississippians,” said Vance
Watson, vice president for agriculture, forestry and veterinary
medicine. “Agriculture and natural resource enterprises remain
a cornerstone of the state’s economic activity and programs
that benefit them benefit all of
Mississippi.”
Engineering programs generated more than $48.7 million
in external funds.
Among the larger individual awards was a $9.6 million
grant from the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration’s Applied
Sciences Directorate to the university’s GeoResources Institute.
GRI is helping NASA develop a
computerized, one-stop Earth
science research database that
could have global research
impacts on such diverse issues
as climate change, bioterrorism,
transportation and population
trends.
The Raspet Flight Research
Laboratory received an additional $8 million through the
Advanced Technology
Directorate of the U.S. Army’s
Space Missile Command in
Huntsville, Ala.

Mississippi research
universities share
$6.7 million grant
Mississippi State and the
state’s three other doctoralgranting institutions are sharing
more than $6.7 million in
external funding to help make

them more nationally competitive in the computational sciences.
The National Science
Foundation’s Office of the
Experimental Program to
Stimulate Competitive Research
awarded MSU a grant of
$6,750,000 for a three-year
period that started May 1,
2006.
The university is subcontracting more than $4.5 million
of the EPSCoR grant to its fellow members of the Mississippi
Research Consortium—including $1,518,750 apiece to
Jackson State University and the
University of Southern
Mississippi; $1,068,750 to the
University of Mississippi; and
$434,540 to the UM Medical
Center.
“This funding from the
NSF will make a tremendous
difference in the ability of
Mississippi State and the other
universities to further develop
excellence related to high-performance computing and the
life sciences,” said Sandra H.
Harpole, MSU’s associate vice
president for research, and the
project’s principal investigator.
The MRC was founded in
1986 with a mission that
includes developing a research
infrastructure to support education and extend technology
development in Mississippi, and
to enhance economic development opportunities for the
state.
The EPSCoR “Innovations
Through Computational
Sciences” project seeks to build

on existing strengths in computational chemistry, while developing new research areas in
computational biology and
multi-scale biosystem simulation and modeling.
At least three of the universities will be involved in each of
the three major thrust areas,
including: computational biology—JSU, MSU and USM;
computational chemistry—JSU,
UM and USM; and multi-scale
biosystem simulation and modeling—JSU, MSU and the UM
Medical Center.
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Scientists ‘hunting’
statistics about
state hunters
An analysis of 25 years of a
Mississippi hunters survey
reveals both a decline in the
number of licensed hunters and
a noticeable shift in species
sought.
Mississippi licensed big
game hunters have decreased
from 211,063 in 1980 to
180,765 in
2005, or 14
percent. Small
game hunters
have decreased
from 255,932 to
185,478, or 27
percent during the
same period.
Conducted since 1980, the
study is the state’s primary
means of collecting information
on the number of individuals
who hunt for various game
species, how much time they
spend in the field and how
many animals they harvest.
Some 10,000 resident and nonresident hunters receive the survey.
“In the early 1980s,
hunters were opportunistic and
hunted a variety of game
including quail, squirrel, rabbit,
and deer,” said wildlife and fisheries assistant professor Kevin
Hunt. “Currently, not as many
people are hunting small game
and upland birds.”
Hunt directs the university’s Human Dimensions and
Conservation Law Enforcement
Laboratory, an interdisciplinary
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team in the Forest and Wildlife
Research Center focusing on
the social and economic aspects
of wildlife-related recreation in
Mississippi and elsewhere.
Hunt said the 2006 survey
indicated some of the decreased
interest in hunting is due to
changing land-use practices that
affect availability. He also cited
modern demands on leisure
time and rising fuel and
equipment
costs as factors forcing
some
hunters
to curtail
their outdoor activities
and specialize in only one or
two species.
“When given the choice,
about 80 percent of Mississippi
hunters choose the white-tailed
deer over all other species,” he
observed.
Because of hunters’ continuing preference for deer, university researchers traditionally
devote considerable attention to
Mississippi deer hunting.
Recent studies conducted by the
laboratory include hunters’
opinions toward deer management on state wildlife management areas; deer management
assistance program cooperators’
attitudes toward program components; and economic impacts
of white-tailed hunting on the
state economy.
“The economic impacts of
white-tailed deer hunting in
2006 dollars indicated total
sales impact of $978 million,

supporting some 33,000 jobs
based on expenditure profiles
from the 2001-02 hunter survey,” said forestry professor
Steve Grado.
The survey also captured
demographic information,
including a Mississippi hunter
population that is 94 percent
white male, has a median annual household income of
$50,000, has been hunting an
average of 29 years, and hunted
an average of 28 days in the
2004-05 season.

Oil recovery
process may reduce
dependence on
foreign sources
University researchers are
using a $1.5 million federal
grant to implement an innovative oil recovery process that
could streamline U.S. production and help reduce the
nation’s dependence on foreign
energy sources
In partnership
with Texas-based
Denbury
Resources Inc., the
largest oil and gas
operator in
Mississippi, MSU
experts hope to tap
into the 40 percent of oil that
remains in most
petroleum reservoirs after standard
production techniques have been applied.
“This project has ramifications for the future, spanning

the gamut from increasing oil
production from U.S. reservoirs
to reducing our dependence on
foreign oil,” said Brenda
Kirkland, a geologist and member of the interdisciplinary team
of MSU scientists.
She said the grant from the
U.S. Department of Energy will
help the team apply a process
called Microbial Permeability
Profile Modification over the
next three years. Developed by
MSU biological sciences professor emeritus Lewis Brown, the
process already has been proven
effective in recovering additional oil from nearly depleted
fields.
“The main importance of
this research is to improve oil
recovery,” said Charlie Gibson
of Denbury Resources, which is
based in the Dallas suburb of
Plano, Texas.
When an oil well in this
area initially is drilled, according to Denbury officials, about
20 percent of the oil usually will
flow to the surface
because of the
pressure in the
reservoir. Other
enhanced recovery
techniques such as
waterflooding and
carbon dioxide
flooding then are
employed to
extract an additional 40 percent
of the oil.
MPPM promotes the growth of bacteria
indigenous to the oil-bearing
formation, changing the path-

way of injection water forces
and forcing oil into new channels that become part of the
produced fluid. Bacteria
growth, enhanced by the addition of essential nutrients,
increases the sweep efficiency of
the waterflooding operation.
Brown, a veteran microbiologist who joined the MSU
faculty 1961, is designing nutrient solutions that will be injected into samples to promote the
growth of dormant bacteria
occurring naturally in rocks.
Geologic team members
Kirkland, Leo Lynch and Darrel
Schmitz will combine both traditional and innovative techniques to determine the chemistry and three-dimensional
pore structure of the reservoir at
the bacterial scale.

Black legislative
gains traced by
current, former
MSU researchers
A new book edited by a
veteran Mississippi State political scientist and a former university colleague casts some
highly trained academic eyes on
the dramatic growth of AfricanAmerican representation in
Southern state legislatures.
“Politics in the
New South” is the
work of Professor
Stephen D. Shaffer
and Charles E.
Menifield, a former
faculty member in
MSU’s department of
political science and public

administration. Menifield now
is an associate professor at the
University of Memphis.
Divided into eight chapters, the 229-page book is written by Shaffer, Menifield and
eight other scholars of the
Southern political scene. A publication of the State University
of New York Press, it is a volume in the SUNY Series in
African-American Studies.
“Politics” examines how
Southern blacks have achieved
noticeable state-level power in
the decades since Congress
passed the Voting Rights Act of
1965. Some specific topic areas
include:
• Evolution of the Black
Caucus
• Rise of black legislators to
important leadership positions
• Roll-call data on key votes
from several legislative sessions in Arkansas, Florida,
Georgia, Mississippi, and
Texas
The book also examines
the nature of legislative coalitions in these states during the
last two decades of the 20th
century, specifically as they
relate to the representation of
black interests.
“Southern state legislatures
are fascinating institutions
to study, since
they serve as
the nexus for
intriguing
forces of an
empowered
AfricanAmerican populace, a rising

Republican Party and a transformed white Democratic faction,” the editors observe in the
book’s introductory chapter.

New research/
clinical imaging
facility up
and running
A new facility featuring
state-of-the-art research and
clinical imaging equipment is
up and running in Starkville,
thanks to a unique partnership
between the university and a
private medical group.
The 20,000-square-foot
facility—the result of a partnership between MSU and Premier
Radiology—officially opened
during the past year at the
intersection of U.S. 182 West
and Starkville Road.
The Imaging Center for
Excellence features a powerful
$2.7 million 3 Telsa Magnetic
Resonance Imaging machine
and a 64-slice computed
tomography scanner. The MRI
equipment was funded by the
U.S. Office of Naval Research.
The university’s Institute
for Neurocognitive Science and
Technology is using the imaging
equipment to conduct research
aimed at improving the visualization of biomedical data,
human performance in complex
interactive task environments,
and the scientific and clinical
understanding of disease.
Premier Radiology is making the medical imaging equipment available to physicians and
their patients for diagnostic and

therapeutic use. Additionally,
veterinarians and pet owners
have access to the imaging
equipment through MSU’s
College of Veterinary Medicine.

Study targets safer
vaccines for
whooping cough
A pair of university biological scientists are conducting
potentially life-saving research
that may result in the development of safer whooping cough
vaccines.
Professors Lakshmi Pulakat
and Nara Gavini are heading a
research team that has discovered a unique mechanism in
existing vaccines that may trigger neurological damage among
whooping cough patients.
“Our research has unraveled a new physiological and
biochemical role for a protein
whose exact role in neuronal
functions is still unclear,” said
Gavini, former head of the
MSU biological sciences department and now serving on a
temporary basis as a program
director for the National
Science Foundation.
Their findings were presented by MSU research team
member and biological sciences
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doctoral student Mary Hetrick
last year during the106th general meeting of the
American Society
for Micribiology in
Orlando, Fla.
Whooping
cough—also
known as pertussis—is a highly
contagious disease
that affects about
30-50 million people worldwide, and
causes more than
300,000 deaths per
year. Children under 1 year of
age are most vulnerable victims
of the disease, and 90 percent of
all cases occur in developing
countries.
“Neurological damage is a
dangerous after-effect among
patients suffering from whooping cough, and also seems to
affect infants vaccinated with
DPT vaccine or acellular vaccine,” said Hetrick.
The disease is caused by
the bacterium Bordetella pertussis, which produces many toxins
upon infection, she explained.
Hetrick said Pulakaat and
Gavini “have identified a novel
mechanism by which the pertussis toxin can exert its ill
effects and contribute to brain
damage.”

Research may lead
to new treatments
for bacterial
infections
A Mississippi State professor’s cutting-edge research may
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help scientists develop better
drugs to attack bacterial infections.
The work
of James L.
Smith, an
assistant professor in the
biological sciences department, focuses
on the development of
new and more
effective
antibiotics
designed to overcome a growing
problem of bacterial resistance
to many drugs now in use.
The research findings of
Smith, a molecular biologist,
were published in the Sept. 15,
2006 edition of Science. The
prestigious journal of the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science boasts
an estimated one million readers.
The scientific paper, coauthored by Eefjan Breukink of
Utrecht University in the
Netherlands, was titled “An
Alternative Bactericidal
Mechanism of
Action for
Lantibiotic
Peptides that
Target Lipid II.”
“This work
opens an innovative area of
possibilities of
antibiotic design,” said Smith,
who joined the MSU faculty
last August. “Conceivably, new
antibiotics that are less prone to

bacterial resistance could be
developed based on our findings.”
Smith explained that many
bacteria contain a cell wall that
shields them from deadly environmental fluctuations. He said
several antibiotics kill bacteria
by preventing cell-wall formation through a number of distinct pathways.
Lipid II is a membraneanchored, cell-wall precursor
essential for bacterial cell-wall
biosynthesis, and is the target of
at least four different classes of
antibiotic. Those include the
clinically important glycopeptide antibiotic vancomycin,
which is among popular drugs
that are meeting increased bacterial resistance.
“Lipid II is responsible for
carrying an essential component
for cell-wall formation,” said
Smith. “As one would suspect,
Lipid II is localized in growth
zones on bacterial membranes
where new cell-wall construction primarily is taking place.
“In our report to Science,
we have demonstrated that the
antibiotics Mutacin 1140 and
Nisin will capture Lipid II
and hijack it
from these
growth zones,
thus killing the
bacteria by
preventing
new cell-wall
formation,” he added.
A 35-year-old native of
Watertown, N.Y., Smith had
served since 2002 as project

leader of the Antimicrobial
Division of Oragenics Inc., a
biotechnology research-anddevelopment company based in
Alachua, Fla. While there, he
also conducted postdoctoral
work in biochemistry and
microbiology.

New Marszalek
book focuses on
black politician in
Jim Crow South
John Marszalek’s new book
about a black South Carolina
congressman’s
life and
career in
the Jim
Crow
South
paints the
picture of
a man
who
would not
abandon
his quest for justice despite the
forces of racism that thwarted
his every step.
“Here’s a man and race of
people who weren’t just rolling
over and playing dead,” the
Mississippi State historian said
of George Washington Murray,
the subject of his new political
biography. “They were going to
do everything they could to try
to make it in a hostile world.”
“A Black Congressman in
the Age of Jim Crow: South
Carolina’s George Washington
Murray” was a fall 2006 offering by University Press of
Florida.

It is part of a UPF book
series, “New Perspectives on the
History of the South,” edited by
professor John David Smith of
the University of North
Carolina, Charlotte.
Born a slave in 1850s
South Carolina and elected to
Congress in the 1890s, Murray
appeared to be the antithesis of
the African-American male in
the Jim Crow South. To many,
he served as a beacon for blacks
who saw their hopes crushed in
the aftermath of the Civil War.
An MSU Giles
Distinguished Professor
Emeritus of History, Marszalek
conducted extensive research to
reconstruct Murray’s life story.
His book defines an age and its
people through the compelling
battle of one man, showing how
and why the nation’s efforts to
reconstruct the South into a
biracial democracy failed.
Marszalek retired from
teaching in 2002 after a nearly
30-year career at the university.
In addition to historical
research and writing, he continues to serve the university as
director and mentor for the
Distinguished Scholars
Program.
“Through the political
biography of Murray, one sees
the myriad forces arrayed
against southern Republicanism
in the late 19th century, and
also witnesses the trials and
tribulations one of the major
African-American political leaders faced in the quest for racial
justice in the new South,”

writes College of Charleston
reviewer Bernard Powers.

Engineers work to
thwart terror
threats on inland
waterways
University engineers are
working on a homeland security
project aimed at thwarting terrorist threats on U.S. inland
waterways.
A joint research project
between the university and the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
seeks to devise a computer
tracking and monitoring model
that will identify in real time
riverine-based barges and other
vessels carrying potentially dangerous cargoes.
Armed with a $441,000
research grant from the U.S.
Department of Homeland
Security, the department of
industrial
and systems engineering is
developing
and fieldtesting a
prototype
system.
“The
proposed
system will
alert decision-makers to possible security threats
by identifying strange carriers,
strange destinations and deviations from pre-trip plans,
including schedules and routes,”

said ISE assistant professor
Mingzhou Jin.
“It is expected to provide
early warnings of terrorism
related to barge-carried cargoes
designated as dangerous by
DHS and share the warnings
with state, regional and local
leaders for better decision-making in disaster prevention and
response,” added Jin, principal
investigator for the two-year
project.
Some 800,000 daily shipments of hazardous materials
are viewed as a major threat to
U.S. security because they can
be used by terrorists as weapons
of mass destruction. Nearly a
billion tons of such materials
are moved by water annually.
In response to increased
terrorist threats related to hazardous material movements on
the U.S. inland waterway system, towing vessel operators
and fleet area managers at specified reporting
points are required
to notify the U.S.
Coast Guard’s
Inland River Vessel
Movement Center
of moving barges
carrying certain
dangerous cargoes.
Those cargoes
might include certain explosives,
blasting agents,
poisonous gas, oxidizing materials, liquid materials, radioactive,
or fissile materials, bulk liquefied chlorine gas, and other
flammable or toxic materials

designated as threatening by
DHS.
Bowden said the current
reporting process is manual—
telephone, fax or e-mail—and
cannot identify and monitor
barges with dangerous cargoes
in real time. The proposed system is expected to automatically
track and monitor those barges
and communicate the real-time
information to a computer data
server, he said.
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